We present a generic algorithm for numbering and then efficiently iterating over the data values attached to an extruded mesh. An extruded mesh is formed by replicating an existing mesh, assumed to be unstructured, to form layers of prismatic cells. Applications of extruded meshes include, but are not limited to, the representation of 3D high aspect ratio domains employed by geophysical finite element simulations. These meshes are structured in the extruded direction. The algorithm presented here exploits this structure to avoid the performance penalty traditionally associated with unstructured meshes. We evaluate our algorithm on a range of low compute intensity operations which constitute worst cases for data layout performance exploration. The experiments show that having structure along the extruded direction enables the cost of the indirect data accesses to be amortized. On meshes with realistic numbers of layers the performance achieved is between 70% and 90% of a theoretical hardware-specific limit.
Introduction
In the field of numerical simulation of fluids and structures, there is traditionally considered to be a tension between the computational efficiency and ease of implementation of structured grid models, and the flexible geometry and resolution offered by unstructured meshes.
In particular, one of the grand challenges in simulation science is modelling the ocean and atmosphere for the purposes of predicting the weather or un-derstanding the Earth's climate system. The current generation of large-scale operational atmosphere and ocean models almost all employ structured meshes [1] . However, requirements for geometric flexibility as well as the need to overcome scalability issues created by the poles of structured meshes has led in recent years to a number of national projects to create unstructured mesh models [2, 3, 4] .
The ocean and atmosphere are thin shells on the Earth's surface, with typical domain aspect ratios in the thousands (oceans are a few kilometres deep but thousands of kilometres across). Additionally the direction of gravity and the stratification of the ocean and atmosphere create important scale separations between the vertical and horizontal directions. The consequence of this is that even unstructured mesh models of the ocean and atmosphere are in fact only unstructured in the horizontal direction, while the mesh is composed of aligned layers in the vertical direction. In other words, the meshes employed in the new generation of models are the result of extruding an unstructured two-dimensional mesh to form a layered mesh of prismatic elements.
This layered structure was exploited in [5] to create a numbering for a finite volume atmospheric model such that iteration from one cell to the next within a vertical column required only direct addressing. They show that when only paying the price of indirect addressing on the base mesh there is less than 5% performance difference between two implementations of an atmospheric model which treat the same icosahedral mesh first as fully structured and then as partially structured (extruded). One of the caveats of that comparison is that the underlying mesh is fully structured in both cases which presents an advantage to the indirect addressing scheme which is not present for more general unstructured meshes.
A key motivation for this work was to provide an efficient mechanism for the implementation of the layered finite element numerics which have been adopted by the UK Met Office's Gung Ho programme to develop a new atmospheric dynamical core. The algorithms here have been adopted by the Met Office for this purpose [2] . While geophysical applications motivate this work, the algorithm and its implementation in Firedrake [6] are more general and could be applied to any high aspect ratio domain.
Contributions
• We generalize the numbering algorithm in [5] to the full range of finite element discretizations.
• We demonstrate the effectiveness of the algorithm with respect to absolute hardware performance limits.
Unstructured Meshes
In this section we briefly restate the data model for unstructured meshes introduced in [7, 8] . In Section 2.2 we rigorously define a mesh, explain mesh topology, geometry and numbering. In Section 2.3 we explain how data may be associated with meshes.
Terminology
When describing a mesh, we need some way of specifying the neighbours of a given entity. This is always possible using indirect addressing in which the neighbours are explicitly enumerated, and sometimes possible with direct addressing where a closed form mathematical expression suffices.
In what follows we start with a base mesh which we will extrude to form a mesh of higher topological dimension. Due to geophysical considerations, we refer to the plane of the base mesh as the horizontal and to the layers as the vertical.
We will also employ the definition of a graph as a set V and a set E of edges where each edge represents the relationships between the elements of the set V .
Meshes
A mesh is a decomposition of a simulation domain into non-overlapping polygonal or polyhedral cells. We consider meshes used in algorithms for the automatic numerical solution of partial differential equations. These meshes combine topology and geometry. The topology of a mesh is composed of mesh entities (such as vertices, edges, cells) and the adjacency relationships between them (cells to vertices or edges to cells). The geometry of the mesh is represented by coordinates which define the position of the mesh entities in space.
Every mesh entity has a topological dimension given by the minimum number of spatial dimensions required to represent that entity. We define D to be the minimum number of spatial dimensions needed to represent a mesh and all its entities. A vertex is representable in zero-dimensional space, similarly an edge is a one-dimensional entity and a cell a D-dimensional entity. In a twodimensional mesh of triangles, for example, the entities are the vertices, edges and triangle cells with topological dimensions 0, 1 and 2 respectively. The minimum number of geometric dimensions needed to represent the mesh and all its entities is D = 2.
A mesh can be represented by several graphs. Each graph consists of a multi-type set V and a typed adjacency relationship Adj d1,d2 between d 1 -and d 2 -typed elements in V . The type of an entity in V is simply its dimension. The adjacency graphs will always map from a set of uniform dimension to a set of uniform dimension. Attaching types to elements of V enables graphs to capture the relationships between different mesh entities, for example cells and vertices, edges and vertices.
We write V d to mean the set of mesh entities of topological dimension d
where N d is the number of entities of dimension d. The set V is then simply the union of the V d s:
Every mesh entity has a number of adjacent entities. The mesh-element connectivity relationships are used to specify the way mesh entities are connected. 2 different types of adjacency relationships. To define the mesh, only a minimal subset of relationships from which all the others can be derived is required. For example, as shown in [7] , the complete set of adjacency relationships may be derived from the cell-vertex adjacency.
We write
to specify the entities
In a mesh with a very regular topology, there may be a closed form mathematical expression for the adjacency relationship Adj d1,d2 (v). Such meshes are termed structured. However since we are also interested in supporting more general unstructured meshes, we must store the lists of adjacent entities explicitly.
Attaching data to meshes
Every mesh entity has a number of values associated with it. These values are also known as degrees of freedom and they are the discrete representation of the continuous data fields of the domain. As the degrees of freedom are uniquely associated with mesh entities, the mesh topology can be used to access the degrees of freedom local to any entity using the connectivity relationships.
A finite element discretization associates a number of degrees of freedom with each entity of the mesh. A function space uses the discretization to define a numbering for all the degrees of freedom. Multiple different function spaces may be defined on a mesh and each function space may have several data fields associated with it. In the case of a triangular mesh for example, a piecewise linear function space will associate a degree of freedom with every vertex of the mesh while a cubic function space will associate one degree of freedom with every vertex, two degrees of freedom with every edge and one degree of freedom with every cell. In the former case there will be three degrees of freedom adjacent to a cell, and a total of ten in the latter case.
The data associated with the mesh also needs to be numbered. The choice of numbering can have a significant effect on the computational efficiency of calculations over the mesh [9, 10, 11] .
The most common operation performed on meshes is the local application of a function or kernel while traversing, or iterating over a homogeneous subset of mesh entities. When iterating over a specific mesh entity type, the kernel often consists of a stencil-like operation accessing nearby degrees of freedom. For example, in a finite element simulation over a triangle mesh, when iterating over a cell, the kernel might require the degrees of freedom on the vertices, edges and the interior of the triangle. In theory, this requires cell-to-edges and cellto-vertices adjacency relationships (cell-to-cell is implicit). In practice the three different relationships may be composed into a single adjacency relationship which references the data associated with all the different adjacent entity types.
In the unstructured case, we store an explicit list (also known as map) L(e) for each type of stencil operation which given a topological entity e returns the set of degrees of freedom in the stencil at that entity.
Extruded Meshes
In Section 3.1 we introduce extruded meshes and in Section 3.2 we show how the entities and the data are to be numbered. In Section 3.3 we present the extruded mesh iteration algorithm and the offset computation for the direct addressing scheme along the vertical direction.
Definition of an Extruded Mesh
An extruded mesh consists of a base mesh which is replicated a fixed number of times in a layered structure 1 . A mesh of topological dimension D becomes an extruded mesh of topological dimension D + 1.
The mesh definition can be extended to include extruded meshes. Let mesh M = (V, Adj) be a non-extruded mesh where Adj stands for all the valid adjacency relationships of M . An extruded mesh which has M as the base mesh can be defined as a triple (V extr , Adj extr , λ) where Adj extr is the set of valid adjacency relationships and λ ∈ N + is the number of layers of the extruded mesh. Before we can define V extr and Adj extr several concepts have to be introduced.
Tensor product cells
The effect of the extrusion process on the base mesh can always be captured by associating a line segment with the vertical direction. We write D b for the topological dimension of the base mesh while the topological dimension of the vertical mesh is always equal to 1.
As a consequence, the cells of the extruded mesh are prisms formed by taking the tensor product of the base mesh cell with the vertical line segment. For example, each triangle becoems a triangular prism. The construction of tensor product cells and finite element spaces on them is considered in more detail in [12] .
Extruded Mesh Entities
The extrusion process introduces new types of mesh entities reflecting the connectivity between layers. The pairs of corresponding entities of dimension d in adjacent layers are connected using entities of dimension d+1. In a triangular mesh for example, the corresponding vertices are connected using vertical edges, edges contained in each layer are connected by quadrilateral facets and the 2D triangle faces are connected by a 3D triangular prism ( Figure 1 ).
The topological dimension on its own is no longer enough to distinguish between the different types of entities and their orientation. Instead entities are characterised by a pair composed of the horizontal and vertical dimensions. In the case of a 2D triangular base mesh the set of dimensions is {0, 1, 2}. The line segment of the vertical can be described by the set of dimensions {0, 1}. The Cartesian product of the two sets yields a set of pairs (4) which can be used to uniquely identify mesh entities.
We refer to the components of each pair as the horizontal and vertical dimension of the entity respectively. Table 1 shows the mapping between the mesh entity types and their descriptor. 
Mesh entity Dimensions
Vertex (0, 0) Vertical Edge (0, 1) Horizontal Edge (1, 0) Vertical Facet (D b − 1, 1) Horizontal Facet (D b , 0) Cell (D b , 1)
Extruded Mesh Entity Numbering
We write V d1,d2 to denote the set of topological entities which are the tensor product of entities of dimensions d 1 in the horizontal and d 2 in the vertical
where N d1 is the number of entities of dimension d 1 in the base mesh and λ is the number of extruded layers. The subtraction of d 2 from the number of layers accounts for the fencepost error caused by the fact that there is always one fewer edge than vertex in the vertical direction. The complete set of extruded mesh entities is then
Similarly we must extend the indexing of the adjacency relationships, writing: Adj
where v ∈ V d1,d2 and v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v k ∈ V d3,d4 .
Attaching data to extruded meshes
Identically to the case of non-extruded meshes, function spaces over an extruded mesh associate degrees of freedom with the (extended) set of mesh entities. A constant number of degrees of freedom is associated with each entity of a given type.
If we can arrange that the degrees of freedom are numbered such that the vertical entities are "innermost", it is possible to use direct addressing for the vertical part of any mesh iteration, significantly reducing the computational penalty introduced by using an indirectly addressed, unstructured base mesh. Algorithm 1 implements this "vertical innermost" numbering algorithm. The critical feature of this algorithm is that degrees of freedom associated with vertically adjacent entities have adjacent global numbers. The outcome of this vertical numbering is shown in Figure 2 . The global numbering algorithm is orthogonal to any base mesh decomposition strategy used to support execution on distributed memory parallel systems.
Iterating over extruded meshes
Iterating over the mesh and applying a kernel to a set of connected entities (stencil) is the key operation used in mesh-based computations.
The global numbering of the degrees of freedom allows stencils to be calculated using a direct addressing scheme when accessing the degrees of freedom of vertically adjacent entities. We assume that the traversal of the mesh occurs over a set of mesh entities which is homogeneous (a set containing only cells for example). Degrees of freedom belonging to vertically adjacent entities, accessed by two consecutive kernel applications on the same column, have a constant offset between them. The offset is given by the sum of degrees of freedom attached to the two vertically adjacent entities contained in the stencil: Let S be the stencil of a kernel which needs to access the values of the degrees of freedom of a field f defined on a function space fs. Let L fs (v) = (dof 0 , dof 1 , ..., dof k−1 ) be the list of degrees of freedom of the stencil for an input entity v ∈ V d1,d2 .
The lists of degrees of freedom accessed by S could be provided explicitly for all the input entities v. Using the previous result we can instead reduce the number of explicitly provided lists by a factor of λ. For each column we visit, the only explicit accesses required are the ones to the degrees of freedom at the bottom of the column. The degrees of freedom identifiers for the rest of the stencil applications in the same column can be obtained by adding a multiple of the constant vertical offset to each degree of freedom in the bottom explicit list.
For a given stencil function S an offset can be computed for each degree of freedom in the corresponding explicit list L fs . As the ordering of the degrees of freedom in the stencil is fixed (by consistent ordering of mesh entities) the vertical offset only needs to be computed once for a particular function space f s.
The algorithm for computing the vertical offset is presented in Algorithm 2. Note that since the offset for two vertically aligned entity types is the same, only the base mesh entity type is considered.
If (dof 0 , dof 1 , ..., dof k−1 ) is the explicit list of degrees of freedom for the initial layer to which the stencil can be applied, then the list of degrees of freedom for the n th application of the stencil along the vertical (n < λ) is given by:
Algorithm 3 shows the iteration algorithm working for a single field f on a function space fs. The stencil function S is applied to the entities of each column Input: k : number of degrees of freedom accessed by stencil function S E S (i): the base mesh entity type of the i-th degree of freedom accessed by S Output: offset S,fs : the vertical offset for function space fs given stencil S
Algorithm 2: Computation of vertical offsets in turn. Each time the algorithm moves on to the next vertically adjacent entity, the indices of the degrees of freedom accessed are incremented by the vertical offset offset S,fs . The algorithm is also applicable to stencil functions of multiple fields defined on the same function space since the data associated with each field is accessible using the same set of degree of freedom numbers. The extension to fields from different function spaces just requires explicit lists L fs for each space.
Input:
V : iteration set of base mesh entities S: stencil function to be applied to the degrees of freedom of field f L fs : set of explicit lists of degrees of freedom for function space fs offset S,fs : the vertical offset for function space fs given stencil S
Algorithm 3: Iteration of a stencil function over an extruded mesh
Performance Evaluation
In this section, we test the hypothesis that iteration exploiting the extruded structure of the mesh amortizes the unstructured base mesh overhead of accessing memory through explicit neighbour lists. We also show that the more layers the mesh contains, the closer its performance is to the hardware limits of the machine.
We validate our hypotheses in the Firedrake finite element framework [6] . Although we restrict our performance evaluation to examples drawn from finite element discretizations, the algorithms we have presented can be applied to any mesh-based discretization.
In Section 4.1 we describe the design of the experiments undertaken. The hardware platforms and the methodology used are described in Section 4.2 followed by results and discussion in Sections 4.3 and 4.4 respectively.
Experimental Design
The design space to be explored is parameterized by number of layers and the manner in which the data is associated with the mesh and therefore accessed. In establishing the relationship between the performance and the hardware we examine performance on two generations of processors and varying process counts.
Choosing the computation
Numerical computations of integrals are the core mesh iteration operation in the finite element method. We focus on residual (vector) assembly for two reasons. First, in contrast to Jacobian assembly, there are no overheads due to sparse matrix insertion; the experiment is purely a test of data access via the mesh indirections. Second, residual evaluation is the assembly operation with the lowest computational intensity and therefore constitutes a worst-case scenario for data layout performance exploration.
Since we are interested in data accesses, we choose the simplest non-trivial residual assembly operation:
for f in the finite element space V . In addition to the output field I 1 and the input field f this computation accesses the coordinate field, x. Regardless of the choice of V , we always represent x by a d-vector at each vertex of the d-dimensional mesh.
Choosing the discretizations
The construction of a wide variety of finite element spaces on extruded meshes was introduced in [12] . This enables us to select the horizontal and vertical data discretizations independently.
For the purposes of data access, the distinguishing feature of different finite element spaces is the extent to which degrees of freedom are shared between adjacent cells.
We choose a set of finite element spaces spanning the combinations of horizontal and vertical reuse patterns found on extruded meshes: horizontal and vertical reuse, only horizontal, only vertical, or no reuse at all.
We employ low order continuous and discontinuous discretizations (abbreviated as CG and DG respectively) in both the horizontal and vertical directions. The set of discretizations is A = {CG1, DG0, DG1} where the number indicates the degree of polynomials in the space. We examine all pairs of discretizations (h, v) ∈ A × A. Since the cells of the base mesh are triangles, the extruded mesh consists of triangular prisms. Figure 3 shows the data layout of each of these finite elements.
Both Firedrake and our numbering algorithm support a much larger range of finite element spaces than this. However, the more complex and higher degree spaces will result in more computationally intensive kernels but not materially different data reuse. The lowest order spaces are the most severe test of our approach since they are more likely to be memory bound.
Layer count and problem size
We vary the number of layers between 1 and 100. This is a realistic range for current ocean and atmosphere simulations. The number of cells in the extruded mesh is kept approximately constant by shrinking the base mesh as the number of layers increases. The mesh size is chosen such that the data volume far exceeds the total last level cache capacity of each chosen architecture (L3 cache in all cases). This minimizes caching benefits and is therefore the strongest test of our algorithms. The overall mesh size is fixed at approximately 15 million cells which yields a data volume of between 300 and 840 MB depending on discretization.
Base mesh numbering
The order in which the entities of the unstructured mesh are numbered is known to be critical for data access performance. To characterize this effect and distinguish it from the impact of the number of layers, we employ two variants of each base mesh. The first is a mesh for which the traversal is optimised using a reverse Cuthill-McKee ordering [10] . The second is a badly ordered mesh with a random numbering. This represents a pathological case for temporal locality.
Experimental Setup
The specification of the hardware used to conduct the experiments is shown in Table 2 . Following [13] we disable the Intel turbo boost and frequency scaling. This is intended to prevent our performance results from being subject to fluctuations due to processor temperature. The experiments we are considering are run on a single two-socket machine and use MPI (Message Passing Interface) parallelism. The number of MPI processes varies from one up to 2 processes per physical core (exploiting hyperthreading). We pin the processes evenly across physical cores to ensure load balance and prevent process migration between cores.
The Firedrake platform performs integral computations by automatically generating C code. The compiler used is GCC version 4.9.1 (-O3 -march=native -ffast-math -fassociative-math). We also assessed the performance of the Intel C Compiler version 15.0.2 (-O3 -xAVX -ip -xHost), however we only report results from GCC in this paper since the performance of the Intel compiler was inferior.
Runtime, data volume, bandwidth and FLOPs
Runtime is measured using a nanosecond precision timer. Each experiment is performed ten times and we report the minimum runtime. Exclusive access to the hardware has been ensured for all experiments.
Different discretizations lead to different data volumes due to the way data is shared between cells. DG based discretizations require the movement of larger data volumes while CG discretizations lead to smaller volumes due to data reuse. To evaluate the impact of different data volumes we compare the valuable bandwidth with the achieved STREAM bandwidth.
We model the data transfer from main memory to CPU assuming a perfect cache: each piece of data is only loaded from main memory once. We define the valuable data volume as the total size of the input, output and coordinate fields. This gives a lower bound on the memory traffic to and from main memory. The valuable data volume divided by the runtime yields the valuable bandwidth.
The maximum bandwidth achieved for the STREAM triad benchmark [14] is shown in Table 3 . The percentage of STREAM bandwidth achieved by the valuable bandwidth shows how prone the code is to becoming bandwidth bound as the floating point performance of the payload is improved. The floating point operations -adds, multiplies and, on Haswell, fused multiply-add (FMA) operations -are counted automatically using the Intel Architecture Code Analyzer [15] whose results are verified with PAPI [16] which accesses the hardware counters.
Theoretical performance bounds
The performance of the extruded iteration depends on the efficiency of the generated finite element kernel (payload) code which for some cases may not be vectorized (as outlined in [17] ) or may not have a perfectly balanced number of floating point additions and multiplications. Kernel code optimality is outside the scope of this paper.
To a first approximation the performance of a numerical algorithm will be limited by either the memory bandwidth or the floating point throughput. The STREAM benchmark provides an effective upper bound on the achievable memory bandwidth. The floating point bounds employed are based on the theoretical maximum given the clock frequency of the processor.
The Intel architectures considered are capable of executing both a floating point addition and a floating point multiplication on each clock cycle. The Haswell processor can execute a fused multiply-add instruction (FMA) instead of either an addition or multiplication operation.
The achievable FLOP rate may therefore be as much as twice the clock rate depending on the mix of instructions executed. The achievable speed-up over the clock rate, f b , for the Sandy Bridge platform is therefore bounded by the balance factor f b = 1 + min(add FLOPs, multiplication FLOPs) max(add FLOPs, multiplication FLOPs) ,
while for Haswell it is bounded by
where k is half the number of FMAs.
Vectorization
The processors employed support 256-bit wide vector floating point instructions. The double precision FLOP rate of a fully vectorized code can be as much as four times the clock rate. GCC automatically vectorized only a part of the total number of floating point instructions. The ratio between the number of vector (packed) floating point instructions and the total number of floating point instructions (scalar and packed) characterizes the impact of partial vectorization on the floating point bound through the vectorization factor
To control the impact of the kernel computation (payload) on the evaluation, we compare the measured floating point throughput with a theoretical peak which incorporates the payload instruction balance and the degree of vectorization. Let c be the number of active CPU physical cores during the computation of interest. The base (theoretical) floating point performance B c is the same for all discretizations and assumes one floating point instruction per cycle for each (active) physical CPU core. The peak theoretical floating point throughput P d is different for each discretization d as it depends on the properties of the payload and is given by
4.3. Experimental Results
Amortizing the cost of indirect accesses
When the base mesh is well ordered (Figure 5 ), the number of layers required to reach a performance plateau is between 10 and 20 for all discretizations. When the base mesh is badly ordered (Figure 4 ) the required number of layers can be as large as fifty or more. For example, in the case of discretizations employing DG0 either horizontally or vertically, the FLOP rate plateau is not reached even at a hundred layers. 
Percentage of theoretical performance
For the Sandy Bridge and Haswell architectures, the best performance is achieved in the 100-layer case run with 24 and 32 processes respectively (hyperthreading enabled). The results in Tables 4 and 5 show percentages of the STREAM bandwidth and the theoretical floating point throughput which incorporates the instruction balance and vectorization factors.
Discussion
The performance of the extruded mesh iteration is constrained by the properties of the mesh and the kernel computation. The total number of computations is based on the number of degrees of freedom per cell. The range of discretizations used in this paper (Figure 3 ) leads to four cases: one, two, three or six degrees of freedom per cell. In compute bound situations, discretizations with the same number of computations have the same performance ( Figure 6 ).
Temporal locality
The numbering algorithm ensures good temporal locality between vertically aligned cells. Any degrees of freedom which are shared vertically are reused when the iteration algorithm visits the next element. The reuse distance along the vertical is therefore minimal.
For CG discretizations, where degrees of freedom are shared horizontally with other vertical columns, the overall performance depends on the ordering of cells in the base mesh. Assuming a perfect ordering of the base mesh, the numbering algorithm ensures a minimal reuse distance while guaranteeing a minimum number of indirect accesses and satisfying all the previously introduced spatial and temporal locality requirements. Figures 5 and 4 demonstrate the combined impact of horizontal mesh ordering and extrusion. In the extreme case the flop rate increases up to 14 times between the badly ordered single-layer case and the 100 layer well ordered case. This is consistent with the widely held belief that unstructured mesh models are an order of magnitude slower than structured mesh models.
The difference between well-and badly-ordered mesh performance outlines the benefits responsible for the boost in performance. Horizontal data reuse dominates performance for low number of layers while spatial locality and vertical temporal locality (ensured by the numbering and iteration algorithms) are responsible for most of the performance gains as the number of layers increases.
Conclusions and further work
In this paper we have presented efficient, locality-aware algorithms for numbering and iterating over extruded meshes. For a sufficient number of layers, the cost of using an unstructured base mesh is amortized. Achieved performance ranges from 70% to 90% of our best estimate for the hardware's performance capabilities and current level of kernel optimization. Benefits of spatial and temporal locality vary with number of layers: as the number of layers is increased the benefits of spatial locality increase while those of temporal locality decrease. This paper employed two simplifying constraints: that there are a constant number of layers in each column, and that the number of degrees of freedom associated with each entity type is a constant. These assumptions are not fundamental to the numbering algorithm presented here, or to its performance. We intend to relax those constraints as they become important for the use cases for which Firedrake is employed.
The current code generation scheme can be extended to include inter-kernel vectorization (an optimization mentioned in [18] ) for the operations which cannot be vectorized at intra-kernel level. The efficiency of such a generic scheme applicable to different data discretizations is currently being explored.
In future work we intend to generalize some of the optimizations which extrusion enables for both residual and Jacobian assembly: inter-kernel optimizations, grouping of addition of contributions to the global system and exploiting the vertical alignment at the level of the sparse representation of the global system matrix. In addition to the CPU results presented in this paper, we also plan to explore the performance portability issues of extruded meshes on Graphical Processing Units and Intel Xeon Phi accelerators.
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